Patterns of organelle distribution in mouse embryos during preimplantation development.
We have evaluated the distribution of mitochondria and acidic organelles using, respectively, the specific vital fluorescent dyes rhodamine 123 and acridine orange during preimplantation embryonic development in the mouse. Under conditions used to visualize organelles in living embryos, staining with either dye was found to have no effect on either the rate or extent of in vitro development of five- to eight-cell embryos up to the blastocyst stage. Mitochondria were randomly distributed throughout the cytoplasm and located around nuclei in blastomeres of uncompacted embryos. During compaction, mitochondria initially reorganized to the blastomere cortex; however, these organelles were later confined to the perinuclear region in the trophectoderm (TE) of expanded blastocysts. Acidic organelles were randomly distributed in the cytoplasm of uncompacted embryos, but following compaction, they were concentrated in cortical and perinuclear locations. Moreover, in TE cells of expanded blastocysts, acidic organelles were found exclusively in a tight perinuclear pattern. Microtubules and microfilaments in TE cells were localized in fixed embryos stained with antitubulin antibodies and rhodamine phalloidin, respectively; these structures were found primarily in the cortical cytoplasm at areas of cell-cell contact and secondarily in a perinuclear location. Thus mitochondria and acidic organelles undergo stage-specific redistributions from a diffuse or cortical pattern at the eight-cell stage to a tight perinuclear localization in the TE. We conclude that the polarized distributions of some organelles and cytoskeletal proteins during compaction may not be reliable permanent markers of the mature TE.